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EVAC MEETING HIGHLIGHTS
by Robert Kenvin .

·EVAC president Sheri Cahn called the meeting to order
at 7 :35 pm, with about 70 people attending, including
11 guests/new members. After the introductions, Sheri
announced the upcoming events:
Deep-sky star party at Vekol Road site on May 3
Local star party at Florence Junction on May 10
Next meeting on May 14
SCC public star party on Saturday, April 12
Adopt-A-Highway cleanup on April 19
Sheri also mentioned the. upcoming Texas Star Party to
be held at the new location west of San Antonio on May
4th through the 11th. Saguaro Astronomy Club is
having their 20th anniversary banquet on May 30th at
Bud Brown's Barn. Contact Sheri Cahn or Steve Coe for
more information. Although the All-Arizona Star Party
is still several months away, be sure to keep Saturday,
October 4th open. The event will be held at the same
site south of Arizona City. Steve Coe informed us that
the 1998 Caribbean eclipse cruise is sold out. Ken
Spruell mentioned that the copier he is using for the
newsletter has reduced costs by 50%. Thanks Ken!
Continuing with the new business, Frank Kraljic told
the club about a star party he is putting together for
the school he is . working at. The star party was
scheduled for April 24th from 7 to 9:30 pm. Don
Wrigley also mentioned another star party opportunity
on April 17th at Wood Elementary in Chandler.
Bernie Sanden brought some copies of the dark sky
calendar he puts together each month for the
newsletter. The calendar was accidentally omitted
from the last newsletter. This calendar shows the
beginning and ending of "dark time" and the total hours
of dark for each night.
Bill Peters gave us an update on the recent occultation
by Campania. The path shifted well south of the
prediction, so all the observers in the northern Valley
recorded a miss.
Bill also reminded us of the
occultation of Aldebaran by the moon occurring the

night after the meeting.
SAC's A.J. Crayon presented the awards from the
Messier Marathon held in March. Congratulations to
Joe Goss who won second place with 108 objects and
Bernie Sanden, Bill Peters, Steve Bell and Manfred and
Diane Alber who all won first place with 109 objects.
AJ. also thanked EVAC for our continued support and
participation in the Marathon. He also noted that next
year's Marathon will take place under ideal conditions,
so it should be po8sible to log all 110 objects.
Following the Messier Marathon awards, Tom Polakis
introduced our guest speaker, Steve Coe. Steve's
entertaining and informative talk was about comets, a
topic on· everyone's mind these · days. Comets are
basically balls of ice and dust. As their orbits carry
them into the inner solar system, heat from the Sun
vaporizes the frozen ice. The gas and dust released are
then swept away from the nucleus by the solar wind,
forming a long, tenuous tail such as what we are
currently seeing in Hale-Bopp. Comets originate in
either the Oort Cloud or in the Kuiper Belt. The Oort
Cloud is a vast shell of material left over from the
formation of the solar system. Occasionally, a star will
pass close to the Sun, disturbing the orbit of the comets
and sending a few of them inward toward the Sun.
V ery long period comets are thought to originate in the
Oort Cloud. The shorter period comets originate in the
UPCOMING EVENTS
•Local Star Party, May 10, Sunset-7:17 pm

Florence Junction site

•EVAC Club Meeting, May 14, 7:30 pm
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•Local Star Party, May 31, Sunset -7:32 pm
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•Deep Sky Star Party, June 7, Sunset -7:36 pm
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·Kuiper Belt in the out�r parts of the solar system.
After discussing the physical charac�ristics of comets,
Steve talked about comets in the context of history.
Comets have always been noteworthy events, so there
are many references to them throughout recorded
history. This was especially true in ancient times when
they were poorly understood and usually regarded as
harbingers of disaster. During the Renaissance,
Western civilization began to take a more scientific view
of comets. The secrets of their orbits were unlocked and
soon their physical properties were understood. Steve
showed many slides of great comets in history, up to
and including Hale-Bopp.
After Steve's discussion, there was a brief question and
answer period followed by some excellent ·comet
photography by EVAC members. Tom Polakis was up
first and showed some pictures of the comet taken with
various lenses ranging from fisheye to 200mm. Rick
Scott and Joe Orman's presentation focused not only o�
Hale-Bopp but also on Halley and Hyakutake. Chris
Schur concentrated on a chronology of the comet from
March 8th to 20th. He promised to continue the series
at the next meeting. Finally, Pierre Schwarr exhibited
some slides which lncluded some nice foreground
scenery. Pierre used Kodak Elite Il Ektachrome 400 for
his slides and was very satisfied with the results.
After Pierre's presentation, Sheri adjourned the meeting
at 9:20.

MAY GUEST SPEAKER.

The featured speaker for the next meeting on May 14
will be Amanda Bosh of Lowell Observatory, who will
be speaking about Saturn's rings.

ANTIMATTER CLOUDS AND FOUNTAIN
DISCOVERED IN THE MILKY WAY

NASA Press Release

Scientists using data from an instrument on NASA's
Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (CGRO) have
discovered two unexpected clouds of antimatter in the
Milky Way Galaxy which scientists call "antimatter
annihilation radiation."
Scientists from Northwestern University, Evanston, IL,
the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL), Washington,
DC, and other institutions used CGRO's Oriented
Scintillation Spectrometer Experiment (OSSE) to make
the discovery, which points to the existence of a hot
fountain of gas filled with antimatter electrons rising
from a region that surrounds the center of the Milky.
Way galaxy. The nature of the furious activity
producing the hot antimatter-filled fountain is unclear,
but could be related to massive star formation taking

·

place near the large black hole at the center of the
galaxy. Otl)er possibilities include winds from giant
stars or black hole antimatter factories.
The researchers used maps of gamma ray sources from
CGRO which they expected to show a large cloud of
antimatter near the galactic center and along the plane
of the galaxy. The maps, surprisingly, also show a
second cloud of antimatter well off the galactic plane.
The second cloud may be caused by the explosions of
young massive stars.
"The origin of this new and unexpected source of
antimatter is a mystery," said William R. Purcell,
research scientist and assistant professor of physics
and astronomy at Northwestern University.
"The antimatter cloud could have been formed by
multiple star bursts occurring in the central region of
the galaxy, jets of material· from a black hole near the
galactic center, the merger of two neutron stars, or it
could have been produced by an· entirely different
source," said James D. Kurfess, .head of the Gamma
and Cosmic Ray Astrophysics Branch at the Naval
Research Laboratory.
The researcher-s· presented their findings today �t the
fourth Compton Symposium in Williamsburg, VA .The
_result.S he.ve been .submitted for Jru.hlicatmn--i n,-the
Astrophy�cal Journal. A second pap er presented at
the conference,. titled. "The Annihilation Fountain in the
Galactic Center Region," examines theoretical models
for one possible source of the antimatter. -- star bursts
in the central region.
·

-·

·

The second paper is authored by Dr. Charles Dermer
and Dr. Jeffrey Skibo of NRL. They note that the
gamma-ray observations permit us to see clearly, for
the first time, a ·new part of our galaxy made of a hot
column of gas filled with antimatter electrons (also
called positrons by scientists), and they argue that the
antimatter electrons come from newly created elements
produced by exploding stars formed near the center of
our galaxy.
"It is like finding a new room in the house we have lived
in since childhood," comments Dr. Dermer. "And the
room is not empty -- it has soine engine or boiler
making hot gas tilled with annihilating antimatter. No
one is certain whether the antimatter comes from
exploding stars, black holes or something entirely
different, and that is what makes this discovery so
exciting."
Evidence points to.the existence of a black hole with the
mass of a million Suns at the very center of our galaxy.
Unlike in ot�er galaxies which harbor huge black holes,
very little light comes from this source. Huge dense
clouds of gas also surround the galactic center. Prolific
star formation, powerful stellar winds from massive

stars, and supernovae are all. found here. Another
theory, based on observation of radio emissions
showing some black holes produce X-rays and jets, is
that such outflowing jets could be made of antimatter.
The Compton Gamma Ray Observatory, launched from
the Space Shuttle in 1991, views the universe in a
s�arch for gamma rays and their source. Gamma rays
are extremely energetic light photons produced by high
energy particles, by the decay of excited nuclei, and
when matter and antimatter annihilate each other.
Antimatter cannot be found in large quantities on
Earth because it would instantly vaporize anything it
came into contact with. All evidence points to the
universe being composed almost entirely of normal
matter, though opinions differ on this.
Using the OSSE experiment, the OSSE teani found
antimatter positrons to be annihilating with normal
matter electrons at an astonishing rate. Scientists are
speculating on the origin of this antimatter, with a
"black-hole lobby" favoring antimatter production in the
jets of black holes.
Other scientists favor freshly synthesized radioactive
material in stellar explosions being ejected up above
our galaxy in an annihilating fountain of gas. Drs.
Dermer· and Skibo favor the latter scenario, because
e�lo.ding'._s�s wilJ .ej�ct.lm,-ge q�antities Qf hot gas.
inade up. of iior:inal . µiatter,, This hot gas provides a
targe·t with which the antimatter �lectrons. can
·annihilate.

Albers, as well as, Sam Herchak and Anne Beeby, all
from EVAC. Meandering around the field I spoke with
UofA Marathoners Carl Anderson, Marcel Geitner,
Flynn Haase, Miwa Morita and Steven White; who all
fmished quite well.
As the sun set, clouds exited the sky in m any
directions; much to the delight of all in attendance. As
darkness began to fall Tom Polaki� came over to show
Comet Hale-Bopp, very low in the northwestern sky, to
Rich Walker, several others and myself.
As darkness descended, the Marathon began in
earn.est! Zodiacal light up through the Pleiades, at the
zenith, couldn't stop anybodies observing. One quickly
heard calls of "I got M74" along with a thanks for the
disappearing clouds!
Around midnight to 1 am many took breaks in
preparation for the morning rush.
Around 3 am the visitor, Hale-Bopp, began with its tail
rising over a mountain to the northeast. As time went
on, more and more scopes were turned its way for a
quick peek. Simultaneously marathoners were scurrying
to keep from falling behind I succumbed, attached
camera to scope and wasted film on the comet! As of
the writing of this article the film h asn't been
deyelope�, so I don't know if I had a go:od time or ���!
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Related images may be obtained via the World Wide·
Web at URL:
h t t p :// wviw . a s t r o . n w u . e d u/ a e t r o/ p u r c e l l
/5llkev_presa_relesse
1997 ARIZONA MARATHON
by AJ. Crayon
This year's Marathon was held on March 8th at a site
south of Arizona City, AZ. It was. attended by 66
telescopes and an assortment of anxious observers.
This, the fifth consecutive Marathon, was attended by
members of four of the more active astronomy clubs in
Arizona: East V alley Astronomy Club, Scottsdale;
Saguaro Astronomy Club, Phoenix; Tucson Amateur
Astronomical Association and the astronomy club at the
University of Arizona.
Arrival time was around 5 pm and there were already
over a dozen telescopes set up - waiting. Some had even
been setup the night before! Those observers were
boasting that there were no clouds then, as there were
alto cumulus clouds currently in the sky.
I was met
by a numb.er of SAC observers, including Brian
Workman and Dan Reeves. I also spent some time
talking to old acquaintances Diane and Manfred

Meanwhile, the aftermath of the Marathon. We had the
largest number of first ·place finishers with nine, new
member Joe Goss captured second place.all to himself
and three SACers owned third. Certificates for 50 or
more will go to five others. Long time SAC ·member Tom
McGrath finished with 26. His lifetime high is 106 at a
SAC Messier Marathon held in 1983.
1997'. Messier Marathon Results
Count Name
109
The Albers
·Carl Anderson
Steve Bell
Paul Dickson
Flynn Haase
Bill Peters
Bernie Sanden
Bruce Walsh
Charles Whiting
108
Joe Goss
107
Bob Gardner
Jack Jones
Wayne Thomas
101
Marcel Geitner
83
Rick Rotramel
67
Steven White
51
Miwa Morita
26
Tom McGrath

Optics
8"f6N
8"f6N
8"SCT
8"f4.5N
8"f4.5N
8"f4.5N
12"f5.1N
14.5"
13"f4.5N
lO"SCT
10"f4.5N
10"f4.5N
?

8"SCT
16"f4.4N
12.5"Dob
8"
8"SCT

·Club
EVAC
Uof A
EVAC
SAC
Uof A
SAC
EVAC
TAAA
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
SAC
Uof A
SAC
Uof A
U of A
SAC

PLANETARIUM PROMISES GREATEST SHOW
NOT ON EARTH
By Guy Webster, Staff Writer of AZ Republic
Received from Harold Moorin, PAS Armchair Observer
(Reprinted from PAStimes)
Phoen ix-Seeing a show at Chicago's Adler
Planetarium when he was about 7 years old whetted
Ryan Wyatt's fascination with astronomy. When his
family moved to Tucson three years later, the brilliant
stars in Arizona's dark sky hooked him for good.
In January, the Arizona Science Center hired
astronomer Wyatt, now 28, to manage the Dorrance
Planetarium that will open in downtown Phoenix on
April 13. "I'd like to excite people into going outdoors
and looking at the night sky." Wyatt said while
demonstrating the star theater's capabilities. "This is
just an imitation. But it's a great tool."
The planetarium can do much more than make its 60foot dome mimic the starry sky. Audiences will be taken
on simulated tours through the insides of microscopic
cells as well as on flights to other planets. And rock. music laser shows will draw in some first time visitors
who may find their way back later for a science show.
The centerpiece of the facility is a computerized DigisUµ
projector, instead of one of tQE'! giant ·a.nt�sh�ped.
projectors of older planetariums� The new Phoenix
planetarium also has five other moving �e projectors
and 50 slide projectors.
Each of the 206 seats has an audience response
keypad, so viewers will be able to shape the
presentations. For example, in the PLANETQUEST
show that will be the planetarium's first feature,
audiences will choose which worlds of the solar system
to visit on a simulated journey with a limited fuel
supply. "This is really a world-class planetarium in its
size and the tools at our disposal," Wyatt said. "The
neat thing about it is it's so flexible we can use it in
support of all kinds of presentations, from lectures to
laser shows."
Wyatt studied astronomy at Cornell University in New
York and Rice University in Texas after graduating
from Tucson's Sabino High School. Three years ago, he
became director of the planetarium at the Houston
Museum of Natural Science. Now, he is overseeing final
installation of the Phoenix planetarium's equipment,
hiring staff, and planning presentations. He also is
preparing curriculum support materials for school
groups who come to the planetarium. "We get kids for
just 45 minutes, but their teachers are the ones who
make the real difference," he said. "It's hard to impress
the STAR WARS generation. They've seeri all the
special effects. At some level we can't compete with the
movies' special effects, and we have to keep track of
what a planetarium is really supposed to do-to teach.

Every planetarium show will have a live person
available for answering questions about the topics
presented, he said. Besides the knock-your-socks-off
programmed shows, such as PLANETQUEST and THE
LIVING CELL, the planetarium also will have a daily
live show about the current sky and upcoming comets
and other celestial events. Other shows will describe
astronomy research being done in Arizona, sometimes
including talks by astronomers from research centers
such as Arizona State University in Tempe, Lowell
Observatory in Flagstaff, and Kitt Peak in southern
Arizona. "It's exciting to be opening a new planetarium
in a state that is so actively involved in astronomy."
Wyatt said. The latest pictures from the Hubble Space
Telescope or spacecraft on current missions to Jupiter
or Mars can be included· as news reports before
programmed shows or incorporated quickly into live
shows.
The Dorrance Planetarium is named for the Dorrance
family of Paradise Valley. Jacquie Dorrance has been
on the Arizona Science Center's board of directors since
1990. Besides the planetarium, the new science center
at Seventh and Washington streets has about eight
times as much exhibition space as the center's former
home on Adams Street, which closed in January. The
new facility also has a theater with a screen five stories
�- Ti�kets for most. planetarium shi>ws �·ill ccst-$3 for
a<lults and $2 for children or seniors. Separate
admission to the exhibit halls will be $6.50 and $4.50.
Separate admission for the big. screen theater will be
$6.50 and $4.50. Combination tickets will be available,
such· as a ticket for exhibits, planetarium and theater,
priced at $11 for adults and $9 for children and seniors.

GRAND CANYON STAR PARTY UPDATE
'1-14 JUNE, 199'1
I hope you have all made your plans to attend this year
s Grand Canyon Star Party, and more importantly told
me about it! Since I tend to be on tlie informal side, I
tend to forget or misplace notes to myself who is
attending and the dates of their stay. So In the Interest
of not alienating anyone, here is who I think is
attending and getting one of the complimentary
campsites: Barchfield, Goff, Hansen, Hirrell,
Karkoschka, Ketelsen, Kogler, Kumm, Larson, Meyer,
Niehaus, Nye, Schroll, Tanner, Unruh, and Williams. If
you know of others who are attending and expect a
complimentary campsite, or if I have forgotten YOU
were coming, let me know. I know there are a few
others who have made alternate housing plans, and it
wouldn't hurt to remind me who you are...
Through the grapevine I have heard that the
campground concessionaire has been complaining about
all these sites for our group. They would rather put us
in one of the group campsites w ere parking and
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ALL MONTH NOTES

CALENDAR NOTES: Look In the Feb 1997 Newsletter for detalls on ·occ· events. See Sky4Telescope (S!T)
or Astronomy (ASTRO) magazines for other good Info.

:

PLANETS: MERCURY has moved to the .morning sky but Is dlfflcult because of small angle of ecllptlc to
horizon.

VENUS easily visible In evening sky now. where It remains for the year. Low In W-NW sky at sunset .

MARS already post meridian at nightfall. The Red planet continues to shrink In apparent size and· magnitude as
distance between us lncr�ases. JUPITER now rising shortly after midnight and dominate. In the SE sky. SATURN In
the morning sky but very low In the SE at down. URANUS. NEPTUNE and PLUTO are well placed for observation
around midnight. See detailed f1J1ciercharts In May ASTRO pg7.4 or Hoy S4T pg 84. Pluto Is very tough and con
only be confirmed by detecting moy�ment ove.r several nights (Silvio).
OBJECTS OF INTEREST: Golld bye to Hale-Bopp.
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6:55 AM
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6:55 AM Saturn Occ

Moon occults Saturn on hour ofter sunrise . Moon and Saturn rise about 1.5 degrees apart. Follow them Into
daytime $q and expect disappearance at 6:55 AM. Reoppearnce oc:curs about 8:00 AM. See May Se! pg 85 or
May ASTRO pg 72 for details.
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privacy are much harder to come by. Our contact there,
'
Jennie Kish is fighting for us to keep us where we have
been the last 5 years,
keep your fingers crossed and
make sure we can keep accurate accounting of our use,
as that is the basis o their complaints - unutilized
campsites. Also, let , e know ASAP if your plans
change and you are un le to use one of the campsites.
Our buddies up in Utah - Deloy and Karen Pierce will
n the North Rim version the
likely not be able to
entire week. If any of you are ambitious and would like
to manage that locatibn, let me know as soon as
possible. Similarly, if yo are willing to help out a little
with the South Rim version, let me know and you can
take some of the small tasks off my back that need
doing on a daily basis Of course, twilight talks are
always welcome - let me1know if you are up for it.
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We are getting lots of response from the publicity from
Astronomy and Sky an� Telescop e (one or two requests
per day at the moment . It should be a fine group of
astronomers and we �ay outnumber the tourists
circling looking for par!png around sunset at Yavapai
Point! Again, let me Im;ow if you are coming or if you
have any questions I Ca.n answer. - Dean Ketelsen,
(520)293-2855.- *
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DARK SKIES
by � rnie San.den
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I was new to Arizon
observing ba�k when Bob
Erdmann (AZ Database) was the editor of the Sagnaro
Astronomy Club news tter during the last visit of

�

Halley's comet (then gain, maybe he was editing
.
during Halley's previou visit, too). One of my favorite
of his articles. -- and one we had a lot of fun with -- was
titled something like "You Know It's Really Dark
When .. " I know rve plagiarized a few of them below,
but I thought I'd conjure up a similar list for EVAC.
Being basically an amateur astronomer's version of a
"fisherman's lie", the list is obviously endless.
Remember to use them whenever you compare notes
with friends in the Midwest. If you can think of more,
send them to the EVAC Newsletter. Editor and we'll
compile a big list of them for no good reason.

- During an observing break, you have a shadow puppet
contest using the light of the Milky Way
- Comet Hale-Bopp's tail is 60 degrees naked eye and
it's still only February
- The Zodiacal Light stretches across the sky and over
the eastern horizon
- You lose your dark adaption when looking at
Stephen's Quintet thru a CS
- You haven't seen the ground since twilight and are
starting to doubt its existence
What you thought ·might be a new housing
development over the horizon turns out to be the
Gegenschein rising
- ·

- The Horsehead nebula is naked eye and Barnard's
Loop outshines the reticle of your Telrad
- You have to get dark-adapted again after removing
your astro-goggles
- At closest approach last year, you noticed that Comet
Hyakutake's tail wrapped around the sky two and a
half times
OK, you get the idea.· No dotjbt you've experienced
similar nights, so please share them.

CLASSIFIEDS
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In the spirit of our unending quest for the perfect
observing site...
You know you've found a truly dark site when:
- You cease serious observing towards the east when
V enus rises
- There are too many stars to recognize any
constellations
- You stub your toes on the whitewalls of your white
Subaru while wearing white tennis shoes

For Sale:

TeleV ue 19mm
. Wide Field eyepiece, great condition,
$90.
Meade 4µun Research Grade Orthoscopic, 20 years old,
but in excellent condition, $15.
. Contact Robert Kerwin at 837-3971.
For Sale:

Meade 2045D SCT 4"
with field tripod,wedge, carrying case.
Also included Series 4000 26mm eyepiece,
Series 3000 9.5 and 6.7mm eyepieces.
Skylight filter and Barlow lens.
Like Newl Asking $850 or best offer.
Olympus OM-1N camera
with 50mm fl.4 lens
Mint condition. Asking $350 0.B.O.
Must Sell!! Call 990-1569 eves/wknds
Ask for Steve Roquemore.
l
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EAST VALLEY ASTRONOMY CLUB-1997
EVAC Homepage-http://www.psiaz.com/polakis/EVAC/evac.html
President:

Vice-President:

Treasurer:

Secretary:

Properties:

Sheri Cahn
841-7034

Tom Polakis

Silvio Jaconelli

Aaron McNeely

Ken Spruell

967-1658

926-8529

954-3971

264-5847

ME11BERSHIP&SUBSCRIPTIONS: $20.00 per year; renewed in Dec.Reduced rates to Sky&Tele.scope and
Astronomy available. Contact Silvio Jaconelli, 1700 E. Lakeside Dr. #59, Gilbert, AZ 85234 (602) 926-8529.
CLUB MEETINGS: Second Wednesday of every month at the Scottsdale Community College, 7:30 PM.
Normally Room PS 170 or 172 in the Physical Sciences Building.
NEWSLETTER: Mailed out the week before the monthly Club meeting. Send your thoughts and stories to:
Bob Kearney, 2120 W. 8th Ave, Mesa, AZ 85202, (602) 844-1732. Email to-starjb@mail.idt.net
CHANGES: Address, Phone Number, or Email: send to Sam Herchak, 145 S. Norfolk Cir, Mesa, AZ 85206,
(602) 924-5981. Email to- 76627.3322@compuserve.com
EV AC LIBRARY: The library contains a good assortment of books, downloaded imagery, and helpful guides
and is usually brought to the Club meetings. Contact Ken Spruell for complete details, (602) 264-5847.
BOOK DISCOUNTS: Great savings for members through Kalmbach and Sky Publishing.

Contact Aaron

McNeely, 4402 N. 36th St. #22, Phoenix, AZ 85018, (602) 954-3971.Email to-amcneely@primenet.com
EVAC PARTY LINE: Let other members know in advance if you plan to attend a scheduled EVAC observing
. session. Contact Robert Kerwin, (602) 837·3971. Email to-p24493@email.mot.com

